**MILEPOST SIGNS**

- 1/2" x 1/2" GALVANIZED SQUARE TUBING ANCHOR POST, 7 GAUGE, NO. PERFORATIONS 5.59 HS. FT. WEIGHT
- 2" x 3" PERFORATED SQUARE TUBING SIGN POST, 12 GAUGE, 242 HS. FT. WEIGHT

**SIGN POST INSTALLATION DETAILS**

1. On expressways, freeways, or multi-lane highways, place a milepost assembly in each direction of travel. On two lane roadways, back to back milepost assemblies may be installed on the side of the roadway in the direction of ascending valve posts.
2. Install sign posts and anchors or cruts into solid rock if installed in rock. Ensure the anchor post is embedded 18" into solid rock.
3. Do not attach milepost signs until the concrete has been cast in place.
4. Ensure that the bottom of the anchor is left open to drain.
5. Ensure that the bottom of the anchor is left open to drain.

**NOTES**

- Place a milepost assembly in each direction of travel.
- Back to back milepost assemblies may be installed on the side of the roadway in the direction of ascending valve posts.
- Install sign posts and anchors or cruts into solid rock if installed in rock. Ensure the anchor post is embedded 18" into solid rock.
- Do not attach milepost signs until the concrete has been cast in place.
- Ensure that the bottom of the anchor is left open to drain.